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Living in this world with the escalation of disruption and drama, it’s going to be more vital than ever to
be diligent with our own path aligned with our high destiny. Many brilliant capable individuals and 
communities are forging ahead with alternative systems and necessary products and services regardless 
of the thin fragile system in place. One eventually can replace the old and outworn. 

FREEDOM AND THE AGE OF TRUTH

Imagine living on a planet, a golden age in the making, (maybe ten, twenty years to a 1000 years 
coming) where your own life, your family, relationships and community have the capacity to carve out 
individuality and purpose, preserve and expand upon your beautiful way, your culture and prosper. To 
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increase your personal impact upon those around you to also improve their lives and respect their own 
personal purpose in life, this is the future. This is Aquarius. I feel this future inside of me, can you feel 
the power of this flame inside of you? In spite of the degenerative cycles, downward spirals of 
numerous earth scenarios and momentums, this flame is moving ever upwards with a protection, a life 
of its own. It is unstoppable. We are a part of this new life, new start. And so, as we move into 2024, 
never has it been more important to tune into your own need to feel just a little bit more free and 
original, unfettered, liberated. Ponder how, where, why and the means to get there, then the desire to 
make that freedom your new now. Step by step we change and evolve, but never losing that thread of 
eternity within. 

Stardrops January 7 2024

NEW MOON IN CAPRICORN

New Moon conjoin Pluto, square Nodes, trine Uranus, sextile Neptune, inconjunct Black Moon.

The power within this New Moon is shown in the Sun’s vitality and force merging with the deep 
resonating powers of Pluto. It enhances our desire to move forward with a clear plan in mind, and the 
determination to claim one’s power, trust in one’s blueprint or what you want to design, create and 
launch for yourself and others. It’s a new start in life to achieve something important for yourself. The 
weeks ahead are for laying it out, discussing these plans with those you trust or you want involved in 
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this endeavor.

The relationship(s) you bring into your plans involved with the innovative original ideas are part of the 
sextiles’ role, as sextiles (60 degree angles) represent sharing, collaborations and relationship support. 
They are seen as energies likened to Mercury/Venus. Communication and ideas combined with Venus’ 
heart felt cooperation enrich our social circle. Even if a living person/friend is not involved in this new 
cycle for you, your relationship with the world, with family or interacting with some group or activity 
online would be considered positive opportunities to realize specialness in your place in the world.

This New Moon launches a new feeling deep inside to embrace hope and empowerment and this assists
in molding our life and the world in the highest potential possible. Financial, emotional, quality of life, 
innovation, transformation of old circumstances into better conditions for self and others, this New 
Moon holds the alchemy of promise offered to us to use it if we have the Saturn discipline and 
organizational mind to bring it to life.

The inconjunct to the Black Moon, could tell us, there will be obstacles to navigate around all year. The
opinions and the karmic conditions or consciousness limitations of world leaders, policies, all forms of 
leadership and those who pronounce social and cultural ways of life would be out of sync many times 
to our own internal guidance and vision of how we desire to live and execute our new blueprint for life.

Regardless of social trends, waves of group movements, opinions etc.. trust that how you are being 
guided will make sense to you as the months go by. Walk your path and know you are breaking new 
ground!

Two Weeks Of Planetary Cycles To Watch For

Jan 7 Sun in Capricorn square Chiron in arise 15*

Some challenges might pop up with your plans. It could end up as a day of allowing others to take the 
lead, as Chiron in Aries needs to feel somewhat in charge and in control of how your day goes, but the 
Sun has other plans. Children and important people could dominate your day.

Jan 7 – 10 Mercury at 24* Sagittarius square Neptune at 24* Pisces

A few days ahead where double checking information and all communications, correspondences, 
emails, paperwork, documents should be done. When Neptune interferes, confusions may occur. 
Strange occurrences, time warps, lost items, things you were sure happened or was spoken, yet no one 
else remembers. Pay attention.

This can also be a perfect time to finally address certain things in your life which have been neglected, 
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get to the bottom of something or start a project to organize and locate misplaced items, messes and all 
sorts of dysfunctions in your life. It would be a good idea to wait until after the 9th to sign anything or 
finalizing an agreement.

Jan 8 – 11 Mars at 2* Capricorn sextile Saturn at 3* Pisces

With certain tasks you could find yourself collaborating with others. It can be a good time to engage 
with others’ at work especially. Making plans, coordinating projects, and making the effort for all 
people to come together and bring an idea into fruition. We feel energetic and motivated. Because it is 
connected to Saturn, particular outcomes are on your mind to achieve.

Jan 8 – 10 Sun trine Uranus at 19* Taurus

One more positive planetary energy bringing high energy to produce original ideas. These ideas can 
turn into new tangible results. This is a creative energy, and combined with the Mars cycle at the same 
time, can involve others who are contributing to these exciting insights.

It’s a great time for financial inspirations and action taken.

For all days between the 7th and the 10th, with the Mercury still in a square to Neptune, always double 
check numbers and final decisions with the details of life’s more important issues. Don’t be lax about 
the details.

How to combine one planetary cycle which is a bit precarious at the same time positive ones are 
helping us? Take advantage of these empowering days for planning, energized motivations to try 
something new and make positive changes, yet keep an eye out for people’s comments, suggestions 
which seem a bit impractical or unclear. Make sure as you move through these days of constructive 
activities, you’re paying attention to details around your work or home situation. Keep a written list of 
the day’s tasks which need to get done and double check important emails, correspondence or 
documents, mail etc…a few times to ensure things have been written correctly, or that your plans with 
others and their communications with you are remembered accurately. This is life, positive cycles 
mixed with a few challenging ones.

Jan 9-11 Sun square Nodes

On these days, especially the 10th, a clash with someone’s strong personality can be experienced. Your 
position you take, your perspective might not be accepted easily by one person. This should not set you
back however with so many other positive things going for you during these times.

Jan 12 – 14 Mars at 5* Capricorn trine Jupiter at 5* Pisces

Again, an energetically super charged desire to begin something industrious. You can be very focused, 
courageous, organized and hold a new inspired vision of success with something potentially financial 
and career related. Even if it is simply funneled into a useful task or project, it’s a strong cycle to get 
important things accomplished. Mars brings positive physical action such as outdoor adventures, 
sports, fitness and other adventures.

Jan 13 – 15 Venus in Sagittarius trine Node at 19* Aries



A beautiful cycle for social connections, reaching out to others, sharing your wisdom, bringing your 
creative talents to others. It’s a wonderful time for friendships, get togethers and all activities involving 
friends, nurturing relationships, travel, vacations, social events and caring for each other.

At the same time, there is an inconjunct to Uranus at 19* Taurus This can cause one potential tiny 
disruption, but what if it isn’t a negative disruption, but an alternative plan, an adjustment required to 
how something works out, or how you move forward on something. Social adjustments, financial 
adjustments, a shift in the way to take action could be in store at the same time good things are in the 
works.

Jan 14 -17 Sun at 25* Capricorn sextile Neptune at 25* Pisces

A day of inspiration between you and another. Talks are constructive as more and more ideas of how to 
create something new, comes to mind. A good cycle for going back and forth between you and others, 
figuring out a new creative endeavor or resolving issues. Strong sensitivity comes with these energies 
along with increased compassion, empathy, people are open to each others’ perspective and personal 
experiences. It highlights therapy, healing, treatments, spa day!

Jan 17 – 19 Mercury in Capricorn sextile Saturn at 4* Pisces

Definitely a time for good talks, meetings and decisions being made between yourself and a team, or a 
special person. These talks are more centered around business, functionality, practical purposeful things
which need structure, concrete planning. The issues and details brought out during these times, are 
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doable, constructive and are good ideas. They can work! Dealing with important documents, contracts 
signing, making final decisions are all good on these days.

Jan 17 – 20 Mercury at 5 – 7* Capricorn trine Jupiter at 6* Taurus
and sextile Saturn at 4* Pisces

Along with the planetary Mercury cycle to Saturn above, we add the expansive Jupiter to the mix, and 
we have some good fortune for expanding upon all practical insights. These ideas discussed, these 
plans for employment, career, training, organizing or putting plans into action are extremely positive 
now. Mercury sextile Saturn, trine Jupiter helps people come together, helps with plans making sense, 
supports practical concrete decisions and organizes the people to support bringing it into a reality.

Jan 18 – 20 Venus at 24* – 26* Sagittarius square Neptune at 25* Pisces

Your emotions might be experiencing overwhelm as many ideas and discussions have been tossed 
about. Venus is our heart’s antennae, or emotional need for re-assurance. With Venus square Neptune, 
certain concepts could emotionally feel daunting, overwhelming. The feasibility of some issues seems 
confusing to our emotional sensitivity, or there are people, children or loved ones involved in the 
equation which might not line up with the great plans. Simply take one thing at a time, and take these 
days as a period to consider the relationships in your life which now need practical planning or 
consideration so all things go smoothly. Money could be a factor.

Jan 19 – 20 Sun conjoin Pluto at 29* Capricorn

Cosmically speaking, this moment in time to me, marks an important date of a long hard closure to 
what we have had to endure in regards to balancing personal karma and holding the balance for earth,
for those who needed our support in order to make it through. This cycle marks the end of a long 
period of hard work, discipline and constraint, as if we’ve been squished in a narrow corridor of 
limited options in some way,and now we are reflecting on the level of powerful endurance we’ve 
accomplished.

These days also cause us to look forward into our future, to empower us to commit to a new course of 
action. It could be seen as a culmination moment of all the insights you’ve been considering throughout
January, coming to that moment when you now know what you’re going to commit to. It marks the 
final days of Pluto’s long cycle in Capricorn, the sign of structure, ambitions, discipline and hard work, 
our moment to size up where we are, how far we’ve come since 2008 when Pluto began this journey in 
Capricorn. It’s time to accept the lessons, journey and accomplishments we’ve achieved all these years,
and plan a new life, a new way.

Jan 20 – 21 Sun and Pluto enters Aquarius January 20 – 21

Today the Sun and Pluto both move into Aquarius. Pluto journeys through Aquarius our freedom 
innovative sign, empowering that sign for all of us to expand and experience a different type of 
intelligent living for our future. The Sun and Pluto both connected, means we can personally 
incorporate this power of a new way for ourselves, into our very own life, as the Sun causes the power 
of creative ideas, decisions and vitality with Pluto’s deep power into action. Take this date, January 20 
beginning, to the date of January 25, the next Full Moon in Leo/Aquarius, as a week for setting new 
goals for freedom, innovation and in some way, deciding to break the mold, live your 2024 in a new 
way. Plan how this could look, what you could do to re-enforce these new habits, new outlook and 
attitude for yourself. Know this week from the 20th to the 25th is a great week for organizing the plan 
for the entire year’s vision. This will be an important year to make those positive changes in your life 
bringing you greater intelligence, awareness, freedom with your life in some way.

Jan 24 – Feb 19 2024 Jupiter from 6 – 9* Taurus sextiles Saturn from 6 -9* Pisces



We’re wrapping up today’s weekly planetary cycles with a strong one. These two planets, Jupiter and 
Saturn, ensure for us, our greatest longing, plans discussed and strategies could truly work throughout 
2024. A sextile is good fortune, and typically involves team work, partnering, or friendships where 
support is provided to ensure our goals reach a positive outcome. It denotes a combination with 
practical financial business expansion, great insights and intuitive guidance, with Saturn’s structure and
pragmatic organization, responsibilities and hard work. From January 24 to February 19, whatever 
positive energies you desire to share with another, plan and implement into your every day reality, are 
constructive, positive and bring good results. New businesses can definitely be positive now or existing
ones can take on a new life for success.

The combination of these two planets bring truly opportunity to lay down a new relationship, the way it
is not going to work out, work together and collaborate. It also brings hope of fresh new potential for 
all things Taurus, material, our resources we have at our disposal, our personal sense of owning our 
path, our life. How we desire to earn our living, what we do with our money, our assets, our businesses.
It creates opportunity for professional and physical real life needs to expand and improve. 

A greater helpfulness towards others and to yourself from others, truly a much needed gift of 
opportunity. My experience with these stronger planetary influences is they are powerful inspirations 
during the period they occur, but then quickly leave us in a better place, but the energy of the planets 
also leave, so hold on to any new ideas and commitments, new habits and intentions, determined to not 
lose the momentum, once February 20 rolls around.
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Wrap up: 2024 has challenging disruptive periods, powerful exposures, reveals publicly, dramatic 
confrontations, global posturing, space and paranormal other dimensional activities, quite disturbing 
erupt and more and more truth unveiled regarding what the outer 3rd dimensional Earth has contained. 
However, never has there been a time when those who hold infinity within themselves have the 
awareness and capacity to transform, everything! Freedom and the wrapping up of ancient karmic 
entanglements liberate millions to finally be free from these spells and some real obligations until they 
were worn down. 

This is when it really kicks off, but be prepared as the constraints of this place in general, will double 
down against your eternal infinity of divinity brought into physical operation. 2024 will be globally the 
year no one can deny, we’re in a war of consciousness, yet we know who is the winner in the end. 
Happy New Year!

Christine
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